How To Use Reset Pure CLO2
Frequently Asked Usage Tips
1. Should I use Reset CLO2 to generate a GAS VAPOR or a LIQUID?
Gas Vapor deeply penetrates atmosphere, porous & non-porous surfaces and reaches places spraying and fogging
cannot. Both methods are effective and It is left to the user to determine which process is best for their issue.
Gas Vapor requires less labor but is less economical. If LIQUID: spray bottle (small targeted surface areas) or into the
atmosphere; sponge or brush (trims & surfaces); pump sprayer (large, accessible areas like walls, floors, bathrooms);
or cold fogger (large, enclosed areas like basements, attics, sick homes & buildings).
2. How much Reset CLO2 do I need?
The product works as it dries, so the surface only needs to be lightly wetted for it to be effective. Apply evenly.
Let it dry. No need to wipe or rinse. Gas Vapor will not leave wetted surfaces. Neither process will leave residuals.
2. On what surfaces can Reset Pure CLO2 be used?
All Surfaces and Atmosphere Reset is effective on both hard and fabric surfaces, including wood, drywall, tile, stone,
cement, masonry, fabric, upholstery and virtually any other household surface.
3. What kind of surface coverage can I expect from Reset Pure CLO2?
Surface coverage will depend on surface absorbency and application method. The more porous the surface (e.g.,
fabrics), the more product will be required. Raw construction materials like drywall, wood products and cinder blocks
will be more absorbent than painted surfaces or smooth surfaces like vinyl or poured concrete. Fogging will give you
the greatest coverage – 1 gallon will cover approximately 1,500 sq. ft. of surface area (the equivalent of all the walls,
ceiling, and floor in a 20’ x 20’ room). If using a spray bottle, compression or garden sprayer, a fine mist nozzle should
give you approximately 250-500 sq ft of surface coverage. ALL RESET COLOR CODED TABLETS ARE PRE-SIZED
TO FIT ALL UNIVERSAL STANDARD CONTAINERS, SPRAYER & FOGGER RESERVOIRS.
5. How long does Reset Pure CLO2 take to dry?
Drying time depends on humidity levels and temperature in the area as well as the surface to which the solution was
applied. Generally it will dry in less than 1 hour, It will dry in the exact same time as if you had used water. If you are
painting on top of the Reset application you should allow 24 hours of drying time. If fogging, open windows to
accelerate drying and to facilitate air exchange after fogging is complete.
6. What kind of Sprayer do I use?
Standard household or commercial sprays, compression or garden sprayers (available at local home improvement
retailers) are an excellent way to cover large surfaces that are easily accessible. It is important to use the nozzle that
creates the finest mist. Reset also sells these same disbursement tools for customer convenience.
7. What type of fogger or other applicator can I use?
You need to use a cold fogger, one without a heating element (i.e., NOT a thermal fogger). You can use any type of
electric applicator as long as there is no heat introduced and the product will not be diluted by water. If using an airless
sprayer, ensure that the nozzle chosen does not create too fine a mist as the product may evaporate before reaching
the surface.
8. When fogging Reset Pure CLO2 what contents should be removed from the room?
Prior to fogging, remove or cover any items you would not normally want to get damp,
including paper, books and electrical equipment.
9. Do I need to evacuate the area when using Reset Pure CLO2?
No. Reset Pure ClO2 contains no ammonia, acids, bleach or VOCs. Evacuation of the area during use is not required.
10. How should I use a Wet Vacuum?
Reset Pure CLO2 is great for removing odors in Carpets & Flooring since it traps and removes odor causing particles.
It will not discolor the carpet, though it’s still a good idea to test on an inconspicuous section first just to be sure. If you
suspect mold in your carpet, you should pull it back to see if mold is growing on the subfloor and underpadding as well.
11. How do I use CLO2 to Shampoo Carpets & Upholstery?
Carpet Cleaning Machine: add RESET standard strength (M) Reset solution to the Rinse Cycle of your favorite wet
vacuum cleaner rather than just water. Complete rinse procedure and let dry.
Hand Cleaning/Spot Cleaning: Reset is safe to use directly on carpet and upholstery to remove unwanted odors,
however, we do recommend testing on small area to test colorfastness of fabric. After determining that there is no
discoloration, thoroughly dampen any known spill areas with Reset and allow to dry. After 10 minutes, you may soak
up any remaining liquid with a soft towel.

